are you pro some good information Moscow

431 age 18 go ahead boom we are

expecting the initiation of beginning of

copy

so this mr. Burroughs bonus course yes

we can see the rain rate game we have

executives it command to initiate the

movement spores okay copy 009 every team

is reporting as you can see the ATV has

departed the final whole point copy he's

final few minutes of closure are

extremely slow as these two vehicles

basically stare each other down a TV

continues to close in on this vezde
service module docking on the clocks for

533 p.m. central time of course I could be plus or minus my few seconds missu

normal yet some sense annoyance are you dumb seven meters okay 005 cotton

village is a nominal hate not to you Tom cotton course Papa so mean you're not a burden on listing so the rate is changing from 0 0 1 20 10 6 meters copy

a TV now it's six meters in closing in on the International Space Station both vehicles high above the Pacific Ocean graphically expecting the report at two meters and 15 meters beneath an illusion
freedom in inaudible fought in four

meters and closing

three matrices three meters copy katia

dizon only no prenup m14 the maitre you

soon you know also the containment

interesting tour nature's two liters and

we are transferring to dotted line okay

copy kill jobs for you to enjoy your

coffee please prepare Z 0 timer over the

timer is ready copy forestry 006 is the

rate um cotton for as non-motor face

been noticing 0000 seven is the rate

standing by that's what happened what

for that study in Griffith bit contact

for that study in Griffith bit contact
is confirmed at 531 p.m. central time

00:03:31,519 --> 00:03:37,700
the edoardo amaldi has arrived at the

00:03:33,919 --> 00:03:41,030
International Space Station Street will

00:03:37,699 --> 00:03:42,078
start three of them copy the two

00:03:41,030 --> 00:03:43,969
vehicles were over the South Pacific

00:03:42,079 --> 00:03:47,329
Ocean just to the north of the American

00:03:43,969 --> 00:03:50,090
Samoa Islands once again docking in

00:03:47,329 --> 00:04:07,909
contact confirmed at 531 p.m. central

00:03:50,090 --> 00:03:59,269
time could you please record it good

00:03:59,269 --> 00:04:14,150
time and recoup is dictated to come

00:04:07,909 --> 00:04:14,150
below so 22 31 35 did I say that 31-17 3

00:04:07,909 --> 00:04:19,038
2 1 17 coffee is this medium is found or

00:04:14,150 --> 00:04:20,298
falsity sleep stroke length is 2 teamer

00:04:19,038 --> 00:04:22,250
confirming that the docking probe is

00:04:20,298 --> 00:04:26,179
retracting hundred twenty four hundred
fifteen millimeters so the contact was very soft the capture was soft we didn't even feel it okay copy you can hear the crew they're reporting with the docking of the vehicle itself that it was very very soft they could not actually physically see it out one of the windows but they were watching the video monitors that are tied into the cameras on the outside of the station that we're keeping an eye on a TV as it closed in once again 531 p.m. central time 631 p.m. Eastern times our
official docking time the edoardo amaldi

automated Transfer Vehicle